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What have you lost?
What is missing?
What are you looking for?

Upon entering the waiting room of The Lost Department, the client is encouraged to pull a number, fill out a form classifying their loss into fourteen categories specific to The Lost Department, and linger until their number is called. When it is their time, the client moves into the office to meet with The Lost Department’s sole employee and together they unravel the loss, the employee translating the client’s fleeting reflections and exchanges into words and images. The collaborative map is then copied and categorized by the client onto bulletin boards labeled: Haven’t Been the Same Since, Can’t Be Found, Never Said Goodbye, Don’t Think Much About it, Wish I Thought About it More, Can’t Acknowledge It, Necessary, Predictable, Replaceable, Not Gone, But Changed, Wasn’t Mine Yet, Was Never Mine, Intentional, and Collective. Each corkboard is layered with the loss of clients past, compelling the client to acknowledge the universal, interconnected nature of their deeply intimate and specific loss.

The objective of the Lost Department is not to provide the solution or remedy to loss, as this is not possible or genuine. Instead, The Lost Department seeks to offer an external pocket to hold the loss and its corresponding memories, pain, confusion, and change. It is a place to acknowledge, reconsider, and honor the loss in a space that both mimics real world institutional spaces and exists outside of them, perhaps even in opposition to them, allowing the client to be seen and heard in an alternate light. The Lost Department is always changing, much like one’s conceptualization and processing of loss itself. Every time the client returns to revise or file an additional loss, the language, imagery, and exchange is altered. The space itself is no different, swelling and shifting to contain the cumulative residue of what will never be had again.